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Measurement and calculation of acoustic propagation constants 
in arrays of small air-filled rectangular tubes 

Heui-Seol Roh, W. Patrick Arnott, and James M. Sabatier 
National Center for Physical Acoustics, University of MississippL University, Mississippi 38677 

Richard Raspet 
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of MississippL University, Mississippi 38677 

(Received 18 July 1990; accepted for publication 20 January 1991 ) 

An experimental and theoretical investigation of sound propagation in a porous sample 
composed of capillary tubes with rectangular cross sections is described in this paper. An 
experimental technique valid for low flow resistivity and high porosity porous samples was 
developed to measure the attenuation and phase velocity in the porous material. This technique 
uses transmission of a short pulse in a large tube through the porous sample and subsequent 
frequency domain analysis in the range 200-1300 Hz. Good agreement was obtained if an 
anomalous tortuosity factor of 1.1 is used in the theory. A scaling factor for relating cylindrical 
and square tube capillary theories, known as the dynamic shape factor, was investigated. 
Propagation constants computed from use of a near unity dynamic shape factor in the 
cylindrical pore theory agree favorably with calculations based on the square pore theory for 
the frequencies and pore radii used in the experiment. 

_ 

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.55.Ev, 43.28.Fp, 43.50.Vt 

INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of sound with porous media has many 
practical applications and a long history. Porous media are 
ideal sound absorbers for use in architectural acoustics and 

anechoic chambers. The porous nature of the earth's surface 
and ocean bottoms can greatly influence the propagation of 
sound in the air and oceans. An example of the diverse uses 
of sound propagation in porous media comes from our labo- 
ratory, where we recently used measurements and theory for 
sound propagation in the porous ground to determine phys- 
ical parameters that are related to the agricultural suitability 
of the soils investigated. • 

Several models 2-5 for porous media are based on the 
adaptation of the solution for sound propagation in cylindri- 
cal capillary tubes to pores of irregular geometries. The basic 
fluid field equations used in these models are a simplified 
version of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations 3 for a flu- 
id. The approximation employed in this calculation is that 
the transverse fluid velocities are much smaller than the lon- 

gitudinal fluid velocity. Zwikker and Kosten 5 were first to 
obtain the solution based on the simplified version of the 
fluid model equations and showed that these solutions 
agreed with Kirchhoff's exact solution 4 in the limit of high 
and low frequencies. Tijdeman 6 and Stinson 7 investigated 
the range of validity of the Zwikker and Kosten solution in 
comparison to the more rigorous Kirchhoff solution and de- 
termined that the condition for the approximation to hold 
was the condition on velocities listed above. Tijdeman refers 
to the Zwikker and Kosten theory as the "low reduced fre- 
quency approximation." 

We have developed a porous media model for rectangu- 
lar cross-section capillary tubes. The rectangular pore calcu- 
lation is based on the low reduced frequency approximation. 
Specifically, the model allows one to compute propagation 

constants and characteristic impedances for porous media 
consisting of rectangular pores. The effects of a slight capil- 
lary tube curvature or tortuosity are accounted for in this 
model. For the single pore, a series solution is used for the 
particle velocity, pressure, density, and temperature. The ex- 
tension of the single-pore theory to bulk media consisting of 
an array of pores is developed using standard techniques. 2's 
This is discussed in Sec. I. The single-pore solution for rec- 
tangular pores has been developed independently by Stin- 

7 
son. 

The rectangular pore model is compared to attenuation 
and phase velocity measurements. The ceramic porous sam- 
ples used in the experiment consisted of nominally straight 
capillary tubes having square cross sections. These low flow 
resistivity, high porosity samples may be useful for low-fre- 
quency sound absorption. A more thorough description of 
the porous samples and experimental technique is given in 
Sec. II. Comparison of theory and experiment is discussed in 
Sec. III. 

A general theory for arbitrary pore shape 8 was devel- 
oped by introducing a scale factor known as the dynamic 
shape factor to scale between different pore geometries. The 
limiting cases for this scaling factor are circular pores and 
parallel slits. The limiting cases of rectangular pores are 
square pores and parallel slits, which give rectangular pore 
theory a wide range of applicability. The dynamic shape fac- 
tor for square pores is frequency dependent, just as it is for 
parallel slits. 8 A discussion of the dynamic shape factor for 
square pores is given in Sec. IV. 

I. PROPAGATION IN RECTANGULAR PORE MEDIA 

Sound propagation in a single rectangular capillary tube 
is developed first. The acoustic field in the pore is specified to 
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first order in the acoustic variables. Boundary conditions at 
the pore wall are that the walls are rigid and thus the total 
particle velocity is taken as zero. Due to the high heat capac- 
ity and thermal conductivity of the pore wall, the tempera- 
ture of the fluid in the pore at the boundary is taken to be the 
same as the pore wall. We do not assume any internal mean 
flow. 9 The single-pore theory is then used to develop the 
theory for a porous material consisting of an array of rectan- 
gular capillary tubes possibly having a slight longitudinal 
curvature or tortuosity. 

A. Acoustical disturbances in a single rectangular 
capillary tube 

The coordinate system shown in Fig. 1 has the z axis 
parallel to the tube axis. The transverse dimension is 
spanned by an x-y coordinate system with the origin at the 
lower left corner of the rectangle. First-order acoustic vari- 
ables are the real parts of 

p(z,t) = Po q- P• (z) exp( -- icot), ( 1 ) 

v(x,y,z,t) = [ v• (x,y,z),v• (x,y,z),v z (x,y,z) ] 

X exp ( -- icot), 

T(x,y,z,t) = To + T• (x,y,z) exp(--kot), 

(2) 

(3) 

and 

p(x,y,z,t) =Po + P• (x,y,z) exp(--kot). (4) 

Subscript zero refers to ambient values; subscript 1 implies 
first order; and in Eq. (2) the x, y, and z components of 
particle velocity are vx, vy, and Vz, respectively. Equations 
(1), (3), and (4) are the acoustic pressure, temperature, 
and density. Acoustical disturbances within the pore are tak- 
en to satisfy the following relations: 

-- icopoVz (X,y,z) = dp• (z) - • + '1 + Vz (x,y,z), 
(•) 

- i•p• (x,y,z) 

+ po (.•v• (x,y,z) •vy (x,y,z) •Vz (X,y,z) ) = O, 
(6) 

2b 

FIG. 1. Coordinate system and geometry for the single pore calculation. 

p• (x,y,z) = --po13T• (x,y,z) + (•//c2)p• (2), 
and 

(7) 

-- icopoC• T• (x,y,z) = -- ico]3Top• (z) 

+ tc •x 2 + T• (x,y,z). (8) 
These relations are given in the frequency domain where 
•/3t is replaced by -- ico, where t is time and co is angular 
frequency. Response functions and transport coefficients are 
cp, the constant pressure heat capacity per unit mass; y is the 
ratio of specific heats; c is the adiabatic sound speed; 
/3 = -- (•p/•T) p/Po, is the thermal expansion coefficient; r/ 
is the viscosity; and tc is the thermal conductivity. In order, 
these equations express the z component of the equation of 
motion, continuity or mass conservation, equation of state 
for density, and heat transfer. Equations (5)-(8) are the 
same set of equations used by Zwikker and Kosten. 5 In using 
these approximate equations the assumption is that the 
transverse velocity components vx and vy are much less than 
the longitudinal velocity Vz. Further discussions of these ap- 
proximations can be found in Appendix B of Ref. 6, Appen- 
dix A of Ref. 10, and Ref. 7. 

The following notation will be used to facilitate com- 
parison with Attenborough's results. 2'8 A dimensionless 
"shear-wave number" that is proportional to the ratio of the 
pore radius and the viscous boundary layer thickness is 
A = R (pocO/r I) •/2. Here R is a characteristic transverse di- 
mension of the pore. For definiteness we take R to be twice 
the transverse pore area divided by the transverse pore pe- 
rimeter. Thus R, which is twice the hydraulic radius, 1• is the 
tube radius for a cylindrical pore and the semiwidth for a 
square pore. "Wide tubes" with the same R are acoustically 
equivalent, i.e., they have the same propagation constants. 3 
A dimensionless number proportional to the ratio of the pore 
radius to the thermal boundary layer thickness is 
A r = R (po o9Cp/tc ) •/2 Or A r -- • • •/2 where Npr •]cp/tc is t•, Pr , '--' 

the Prandtl number. 

To make rapid progress, denote the z component of the 
particle velocity vz by 

Vz (x,y,z) F(x,y;X ) dp• (z) = . (9) 
icOpo dz 

Similarly, denote the acoustic pore temperature by 

T, (x,y,z) = [(y-- 1)/C2pol3 ]p, (z)F(x,y;Ar). (10) 
The thermodynamic relation To/3 2/cp = (y- 1 )/c 2 can be 
used in Eq. (8) for T•. The particle velocity and tempera- 
ture, Eqs. ( 5 ) and (8), reduce to the simple forms 

F(x,y;A ) + iA • •x 2 + F(x,y;A ) = 1 ( 11 ) 
and 

F( x,y;A r ) + iA • + F( x,y;A r ) = 1, (12) 
respectively, subject to the boundary condition F = 0 at the 
pore boundary. This is the particle velocity and excess tem- 
perature boundary condition. The solution for F(x,y;A)for 
rectangular pore boundaries is •2 
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F( x,y;A ) = • 

where 

16 sin (mrrx/2a) sin (nrry/2b) 
rr 2 m.•odd mn Ym.. ( A ) 

(13) 

Ym,. (A) = 1 + (iw•/A 2) [ (b2m 2 q- a2rt2)/(a q- b)2] 
(14) 

and twice the ratio of transverse pore area to perimeter is 
R = 2ab/(a q- b). [Recall that A = R(poco/rl)'/2.] In the 
sums, m and n are odd numbers ranging from 1-o•. For later 
use, the average F(A ) = [ 1 / (4ab) ] œF(x,y;A ) dx dy over the 
pore cross section is 

64 1 (15) m(/l,)--7rn, n•od d m2H2yrn,n(/•) ß 

The z component of the particle velocity is given by Eq. (9) 
with F(x,y;A) in Eq. ( 13 ) and the excess temperature is giv- 
en by Eq. (10) with the replacement of A in Eq. ( 13 ) by A r. 

To derive a wave equation for the pressure, the fluid 
equations in Eqs. (5)-(8) are averaged over the pore cross 
section. Denote by Pl (z) = [ 1/(4ab) ]œPl (x,y,z)dx dy the 
average of the acoustic density in the pore and use similar 
notation for vz (z) and T1 (z) for the transverse area average 
ofvz (x,y,z) and T1 (x,y,z). UseofEqs. (9) and (10) for thez 
component of the particle velocity and temperature and the 
fluid equations (5)-(8) results in a set of averaged equa- 
tions: 

kOp o dp • ( z ) 
•Vz(Z) =•, 
F(A ) dz 

dvz(Z) 
-- iwp, (z) + Po 

dz 

(16) 

•=0, (17) 

and 

,o, (z) =([(1 -- y)F(Xr) + y]/c2)p, (z). (18) 
The boundary conditions, Vx (x,y,z) = 0 and vy (x,y,z) = 0 
at the boundary, were used in obtaining Eq. (17) from the 
continuity equation (6). Also, Eq. (10) for T1 (z) was used 
in the equation of state (7) to obtain Eq. (18). Following 
Attenborough 2 we define a complex density from Eq. (16) 
and complex compressibility from Eq. (18). 

t5 =po/F(A) (19) 

and 

C= ( 1Oo )(Pl •1 ) -- [ ( 1 -- •/)F(Ar) + •/]Oo c2. 
(20) 

Eliminatingpl from the continuity and state equations (17) 
and (18) and using Eqs. (19) and (20) we obtain 

and 

dp• (z) 
icotSVz(Z) --•=0 (21) 

dz 

dvz(Z) 
• -- icoCp• (z) = 0. (22) 

B. Extension to bulk media: Propagation constants and 
characteristic impedance 

Consider a fluid half-space overlying a porous half- 
space saturated by the same fluid. The pores are taken to 
have a rectangular cross section and we let the capillary tube 
axis of each pore be at an angle 0 with respect to the surface 
normal. The tortuosity q- 1/cos 0 for such a porous sam- 
ple. 2'5'8'• The open volume divided by the total volume is 
the porosity 1• of the sample. The boundary conditions are 
continuity of volume velocity (from mass conservation ) and 
the continuity of pressure (from Newton's third law) at the 
porous interface. :'3'5'8 Since fluid only flows into the pores, 
the bulk particle velocity V•b in the porous media is 
V•t , = •v•/q. TM In order to account for propagation in a 
slanted pore (or other tortuous path), the differential dz in 
•u•.(I) ( ,• ,• 1 tll 

tortuosity. z•'8 Thus the bulk acoustical equations are 

Vzo (z) dp, (z) 
ico•q .... 0 (23) 

11 qdz 
and 

dVzo(Z) 
• -- io.)Cpl (Z) = O. (24) 

Differentiating Eq. (23) by z and eliminating Vzt, with Eq. 
(24) give an expression 

+ (z) = 0 (25) 

for the pressure in the porous media. 
p• o: exp (ikz) gives the dispersion relation 

• = ro•q• = (roVc•)q•([ ( • - r)F(•) + r]/F(•)) 
(26) 

Assuming 

for the complex wave number k. From Eq. (23), the charac- 
teristic impedance is 

(27) 

Z -- •cOq2 /90 q c 
•k F(A)'/2 • [ (1 -- •/)F(Ar) + •/] 1/2 

The plane-wave pressure reflection coefficient rp for a wave 
normally incident from the fluid half-space on the porous 
sample is 

Z - poC (F(•) [ ( • -- r)F(•) + r] }- '/• -- a/q 
z +poC (F(•) [ (• - r)F(•) + r]} -'/• + a/q' 

(28) 

This relation will be used in the next section. Principal re- 
sults of this section are the propagation constant (26) and 
characteristic impedance (27), which for rectangular pore 
porous media are to be evaluated with the function F(A) 
given in Eq. (15). 

II. MEASUREMENT OF THE PHASE VELOCITY AND 
ATTENUATION 

A. Description of the porous media 

A schematic drawing of the porous sample is shown in 
Fig. 2. Each subsection of the composite sample was of the 
nominal length 7.68 cm. Figure 2 indicates a composite sam- 
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38.4 cm 

SIDE VIEW: 
5 SUBSECTION- 

COMPOSITE SAMPLE 

(a) 

14.2 cm 

END VIEW 

(b) 

FIG. 2. (a) Side and (b) end view of a square pore porous sample. To form 
the total sample several pieces of the nominal length 7.68 cm were put to- 
gether. It was not possible to align the squares from subsection to subsec- 
tion. 

ple made from five individual pieces. Individual pieces were 
taped together at the joint. A sheet of Teflon was wrapped 
around the composite to facilitate insertion of the sample 
into the plane-wave measurement tube and seal the sample- 
tube interface. Individual pieces were ceramics made by 
Corning. 13 The pores of each piece were nominally square in 
cross section and nominally straight in the longitudinal di- 
rection. 

Three different square pore media were investigated. 
Table I lists characteristics of each. In Table I, porosity was 
estimated using 1• = (number of pores/unit area) X (2a) 2, 
where a is the square semiwidth. Flow resistivity was com- 
puted using (see Ref. 8) tr = 8•q2s/a2•, where s is a steady 
flow shape factor s = 0.89 for square pores TM and a tortuo- 
sity q = 1.1 was estimated from fitting the theory and experi- 
ment for the propagation constants as discussed below. In 
comparison with other porous media, 8 the square pore sam- 
ples have low flow resistivity and high porosity. The average 
semiwidths are listed in Table I for the 200- and 400- 

pores/in. 2 material, for which the pore cross-sectional shape 
is well approximated as a square. However, due apparently 
to differences in the manufacturing process, the pores of the 
300-pores/in. 2 samples were not well approximated by a 
square shape. Two opposite corners of the otherwise square 
shape were rounded. The semiwidth ofa = 0.50 mm listed in 
Table I for the 300-pores/in. 2 samples was determined from 
the shortest diagonal length divided by (23/2). No explicit 
use was made of the calculated flow resistivity in the theory 
for the propagation constants. 

B. Experimental apparatus 

A block diagram for the experimental apparatus used to 
determine the attenuation and phase velocity of sound in 
porous media is shown in Fig. 3. A single cycle of a sine wave 

TABLE I. Geometrical properties of the three porous samples used. 

Pores/unit area Semiwidth a Porosity • Flow resistivity 
(in. -2) (mm) (%) (N m -4 s) 

200 0.77 73 368 

300 0.50 47 1356 

400 0.57 81 606 

Digital Scope & 
FFT Analyzer 

Differential 

Amplifier 

Microphone Power 
Supply 

MIC1 I • 
14.6 cm 

I 
SQUARE PORE 

COMPOSITE SAMPLE 

< 6.09 meters 
F-60m? 

Single cycle tone 
burst generator 

Power Amplifier & 
125 Volts D. C. 

Power Supply 

MIC 2 I 
fcutoff = 1376 Hz • 

CAPACITIVE 
DRIVER 

1--60m-- I 
FIG. 3. Block diagram of the apparatus used to determine the phase velocity 
and attenuation of sound in low flow resistivity, high porosity samples. 

of duration 1.3 ms (for a center frequency of '750 Hz) was 
generated using a function generator. The signal was ampli- 
fied and was added to a dc polarizing voltage of 125 V. The 
capacitive driver consisted of an aluminized mylar mem- 
brane stretched over a grooved backplate. TM A Teflon ring 
around the perimeter of the driver was used to hold the my- 
lar in place and seal the driver inside the tube. The tube was 
made of aluminum and had a length of 6.09 m, an inside 
diameter of 14.6 cm, and a wall thickness of 1.11 cm. Holes 
were made and threaded in the tube 60 cm from each end and 

the microphones were inserted to be flush with the inner tube 
wall. A minicomputer with a 12-bit analog-to-digital board 
was used to record and analyze the amplified microphone 
signals. The digitizing rate was 300 kHz. The function gener- 
ator was used to trigger the minicomputer and 30 pulses 
were averaged in the time domain for each measurement. 
The purpose of microphone 2 was to give a reference time 
and space location for a pulse traveling in the empty tube, so 
that the ambient sound speed could be determined from the 
pulse arrival time at microphone 1. 

A single microphone measurement method was used to 
determine the propagation constants in the square pore me- 
dia. Figure 4 (a) shows microphone 1 measurement of pulses 
with and without a sample present in the tube. As expected, 
the pulse measured with the sample present is delayed in 
time and attenuated on account of passage through the po- 
rous media. The Fourier transform of a typical pulse indicat- 
ed that the pressure level was about 20 dB above the back- 
ground for frequencies in the range 200-1300 Hz. The cutoff 
frequency 3 above which nonplanar modes can propagate in 
the tube is 1376 Hz. 

C. Determination of attenuation and phase velocity by 
the transfer function method 

Denote by Po (t) the incident pressure pulse at the right 
end of the sample and denote by Po (f) the Fourier trans- 
form ofpo (t). The spectrum p m ( f ) after passage through a 
sample of length D m is 
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(a) 

0.77 mm SEMI-WIDTH SAMPLE 

0 2 

TIME (seconds) 

(b) 

MIC 1 [ Pm(f) Po(f) 

• Po (t) 

x10 -3 

FIG. 4. (a) Sample waveforms for microphone 1 with and without the po- 
rous material in the tube. The porous media was constructed as shown in 
Fig. 2. (b) Expanded schematic view of the tube and porous sample in Fig. 
3. The Fourier transform after the incident pulse passes through the sample 
ispm (f). 

1 It2 
P.• (f) -- Po ( f ) exp (ikDm) •' , 

2 exp(2ikDm ) 1 --rp 
, (29) 

where rv is the frequency dependent pressure reflection coef- 
ficient (28) and k is the complex wave number for the po- 
rous media (26). Since the tube has a large diameter we 
approximate the characteristic impedance of the tube by Po c, 
where c is the adiabatic sound speed in air. The exp(ikDm ) 
factor accounts for propagation through the sample, the 

2 ) factor is for transmission into and out of the sam- (1 --rp 
ple, and the denominator accounts for the multiple reflection 
of waves within the sample. 

In Eq. (29) the subscript rn refers to the number of 
subsections used for a measurement. For example, rn = 5 in 
Figs. 2 and 3. We may form a transfer function h,• (f) from 
the results of two .experiments on different porous sample 
lengths. The Fourier transform of the time domain pulses 
recorded by microphone 1 in Fig. 4 (b) for two different sam- 
ple lengths gives, from use of Eq. (29), a transfer function 

h,, ( f ) =p,, ( f )/Pl ( f)•exp[i(k- ko)(D,, -- D• ) ], 
(30) 

where ko = co/c is the wave number for sound in air and k is 
given in Eq. (26). In Eq. (30) the single subsection spec- 
trum p• (f) was used as a reference to divide out the fre- 
quency response of the capacitive driver and microphone, 

2) in Eq. (29). The and the transmission coefficient ( 1 - r v 
second part ofEq. (30) is an approximation because we have 

2 exp 2ikDm ) ] • 1 2 exp 2ikD• ) / ( 1 -- r • . assumed [ ( 1 -- r • 
The reflection coefficient r• in Eq. (28) is significantly less 
than 1 for two reasons. First, IF(A)I• 1 for the frequency 
range of the present experiment as a consequence of the low 
flow resistivity of the square pore samples used. Second, for 
the square pore material the porosity 11 is large. Hence by 

2 

Eq. (28) we expect r v •0. Measurements of rv with micro- 
phone 2 in Fig. 3 for a nominal frequency of 750 Hz gave 

21• (0.03, 0.05, and 0.03) for the (200, 300, and 400)- 
pores/in. 2 samples, respectively. 

The phase velocity and attenuation constant are com- 
puted from k = cO/Cph d- ia, 

Cph (f) = 2•rf/[ (Dm -- D 1 ) --1 Im ln(h,. ) + ko ], 
(31) 

and 

a(f) = -- [20(D,• --D 1 )- 1/ln(10) ] Re ln(h,•), 
(32) 

where cph is the phase velocity; a is the attenuation in 
dB/cm; and Re In (h,•) and Im In (h ,• ) refer to the real and 
imaginary parts of In (h,•), respectively. 

Equations ( 30)-( 32 ) were used to analyze the time do- 
main pulses to obtain experimentally the phase velocity and 
attenuation for the square pore media. In all cases, we aver- 
aged over 30 time domain pulses before taking transforms. 
We also used five subsections, so that m = 5 in Eqs. (30)- 
(32) and (D,• -- D• ) = 30.7 cm nominally. Since a transfer 
function technique was used, it was not necessary to deter- 
mine the pressure absolutely or the frequency response of the 
microphone. A central assumption that was verified experi- 
mentally was the repeatability of any pulse measurements 
sincep• (t) and Pl (t) were measured at different times. The 
experimental results for the three different pore sizes given in 
Table I are displayed in Fig. 5. The experimental technique 
described here is similar to a method used by Ding • to mea- 
sure the reflection coefficient of absorbents. 

An error analysis can be made by using an unapproxi- 
mated transfer function for Eq. (30) in Eqs. ( 31 ) and (32). 

2 

Let A -- r • [exp(2ikDm ) -- exp(2ikD• ) ]. The fractional 
error in phase velocity that occurs due to the approximation 
inEq. (30) is/5½ •Im ACph (f)/[2rrf(D• -- D• ) ].Similar- 
ly, for attenuation,/5, •0.2 Re A/[ a( f)ln 10(Din -- D•) ], 
where (D,•- D• ) is in meters. Use of representative 
numbers for the 200-in.- 2 material gives /5½ • 1% and 
/5, • 7%. To improve on the error, Dm and D• should both 
be uniformly increased. The errors introduced by making 
the approximation in Eq. (30) are the greatest source of 
error. 

III. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND 

THEORETICAL ATTENUATION AND PHASE VELOCITY 

The experimental and theoretical attenuation and phase 
velocity were determined from use of Eqs. (30)-(32) and 
(26), respectively, and k = co/cp• d- ia. Figure 5(a) and 
(b) shows the experimental and theoretical attenuation con- 
stant and phase velocity. For the theory, the physical con- 
stants used were y= 1.4, Ne =0.707, Po = 1.2 kg/m 3, 
•7 = 1.85 X 10- 5 kg/(m s), and the adiabatic sound speed c 
from the propagation time of a pulse between microphones 1 
and 2 in Fig. 3 with no sample in the tube. 

To obtain the acceptable agreement among theory and 
experiment indicated in Fig. 5(a) and (b), a tortuosity of 
q = 1.1 was used. Referring to Eq. (26) for the propagation 
constant k, note that the effect of tortuosity (which is q> 1 ) 
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FIG. 5. (a) Experimental and theoretical attenuation and (b) phase veloc- 
ity for the three square pore semiwidths given in Table I. The solid symbols 
are experimental points. The squares, circles, and triangles are the 200-, 
400-, and 300-in. - 2 results. The error in (a) was estimated to be twice the 
size of the square symbols. A representative error bar is shown in (b). 

is to increase the attenuation a and decrease the phase veloc- 
ity, as one would intuitively expect. The calculated propaga- 
tion constant for a tortuosity q = 1 results in an attenuation 
10% lower than the measured value and a phase velocity 
10% above the measured value. The discrepancy between 
experimental and theoretical phase velocity in Fig. 5(b) for 
the 300-pores/in. 2 samples having pores of semiwidth 0.50 
mm may be due to the irregular shape of the pore cross sec- 
tion, as described in Sec. II A. 

Pores that have a tortuosity other than 1 have a radius 
which is not constant along the pore, a slight curvature or tilt 
with respect to the axis normal to the surface, or are in a 
material for which the rigid frame assumption is not valid. s In the ceramic square pore material used in the experiment, 

the pores were straight and the pore walls had a density and 
stiffness much greater than that of air. However, the 
semiwidth of the squares as determined with a measuring 
microscope at the sample surface varied by approximately 
5% from the average value. This variation could result in a 
tortuosity other than 1 if the 5% radius variation also ex- 
tended down a single pore. Another possibility for a tortuo- 
sity other than 1 is that the ceramic pore walls were also 
porous. Use of a measuring magnifying glass indicated that 
the pore walls were indeed porous, with an average pore 
diameter of about 75/•m and pores as large as 100/•m. Wall 

pores were spaced by about 150/•m. Apparently, the wall 
pores did not connect adjacent square pores. Intuitively, it 
seems that the effects of porous walls would be to increase 
the compressibility of the gas and hence decrease the phase 
velocity. The attenuation would also increase, which is what 
was observed experimentally. Champoux ]6 reported a tor- 
tuosity of 1.2 for the 200- and 400-pores/in. 2 samples using a 
nonacoustical technique. ]7 

It was not possible to align the pores in neighboring 
subsections of the composite sample, as discussed in Sec. 
II A. To investigate the effects of misalignment, attenuation 
and phase velocity were measured for composite samples 
consisting of one to five subsections. In the single subsection 
measurement the reference for the transfer function in Eq. 
(30) was taken to be the empty tube signal. The discrepancy 
between these measurements was less than 3 % and showed 

no systematic trends. Sample misalignment was probably 
not the cause of an apparent tortuosity greater than 1. 

IV. DYNAMIC SHAPE FACTOR FOR SQUARE PORES 

The hypothesis of Attenborough's 8 cylindrical capil- 
lary-tube-based porous media theory was that a circular 
pore of radius a/n, where n is known as the dynamic shape 
factor, could be made acoustically equivalent to another 
pore of characteristic radius a by proper choice of n. The 
condition for acoustical equivalence is taken to be 

Im•Sc (A/n) = Im•Ss (A), (33) 

where we recall that A = a (Po co/z/) 2/2 for a circular pore of 
radius a or a square pore of semiwidth a and subscripts c and 
s refer to circular and square pores, respectively. This condi- 
tion occurs since the imaginary part of the complex density•5 
is very large for small/l and thus determines the behavior of 
the propagation constants and impedance for small/l. 8 

The complex density is given generally for rectangular 
pores in Eq. (19). For square pores of semiwidth a the func- 
tion Fs (A) is 

64 1 

Fs (A) = -•- m,n•od d m2rt2 [ 1 + (iw'2/4,• 2 ) (m 2 q- rt 2) ] 
(34) 

from Eqs. (14) and ( 15 ) for the special case a = b. For cy- 
lindrical pores, 2 

= - [ 2/,/7 ] [./1 ], 
(35) 

where the dynamic shape factor n has been inserted and the 
J's are Bessel functions. The range 8 of n is thought to be 
0.5•<n•< 1. The dependence ofn on the shear-wave number/l 
is shown in Fig. 6. 

The shear-wave-number range in our experiments was 
4.5•<A •< 18. As indicated in Fig. 6, n is a frequency dependent 
parameter, which has been previously noted. 8 Choosing a 
representative value of/l = 4.532, the corresponding value 
of the dynamic shape factor is n = 0.97. Propagation con- 
stants are shown in Fig. 7 for square and circular pore theo- 
ries, where the value n = 0.97 was used. Propagation con- 
stants for circular pores were computed from the use of Eq. 
( 35 ) for F(A ) in Eq. (26) for k. There is less than 1% differ- 
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FIG. 6. Dynamic shape factor n to scale between the square and circular 
pores of semiwidth a and radius a/n, respectively. 

ence between the propagation constants calculated with 
these theories. 

v. CONCLUSION 

We have developed a model for porous media consisting 
of rectangular pore capillary tubes. We accounted for vis- 
cous and thermal dissipation. A series solution was obtained 
for the transverse variation of the longitudinal velocity and 

the excess temperature. A measurement technique using fre- 
quency domain analysis of short pulses propagated through 
high porosity, low flow resistivity samples was developed for 
determining propagation constants. Propagation constants 
were measured for a ceramic porous media having straight 
capillary tube openings with square cross sections. Use of an 
anomalous tortuosity factor q = 1.1 resulted in favorable 
agreement among experimental and theoretical values of the 
propagation constants. It was argued that the nonunity tor- 
tuosity value was due to the finite porosity of the ceramic 
pore walls. A dynamic shape factor n = 0.97 was suggested 
as the radius scaling factor for square and circular pore theo- 
ries for the frequency range (200-1300 Hz) and pore sizes 
(0.50-0.77-mm semiwidth square pores) of this investiga- 
tion. Future work will involve an investigation of the anoma- 
lous tortuosity and propagation ½onstaiit IiicasuIeCIiiCII[S Oil 
longer samples. 
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